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ifth-generation telecommunications (5G)
technology promises to dramatically increase the
interconnectedness and efficiency of commercial
and civilian communication infrastructures. 5G
will also enable other advances. On the civilian side, it
will improve existing applications and give rise to others,
from telemedicine to connected cars. It also presents an
opportunity to enhance NATO’s capabilities, improving
logistics, maintenance, and communications. For instance,
5G will speed communication and improve response time in
a theater of operation.

These developments also pose challenges. 5G is part of a
complex architecture. To leverage its full benefits, millions of
sensors and devices will need to be deployed and connected,
from smart home appliances and connected toys to fullscale factories and critical infrastructures. The number of
connected devices is projected to total 41.6 billion worldwide
by 2025.1 By 2030, this estimate ratchets up to 125 billion.2
Of these, mobile devices will grow from 8.8 billion in 2018
to 13.1 billion devices by 2023 – 1.4 billion of which will be
5G capable.3 Because devices are connected to one another or
to a network, security risks will multiply. The Alliance faces
an increased challenge in ensuring that NATO Allies’ 5G
networks and the critical infrastructures that rely on them
can withstand multiple physical and cybersecurity threats.
NATO’s main concern in this context is the risk associated
with foreign ownership or management of critical
infrastructure, including by private operators and foreign

state actors in supply chains. That such ownership could
result in collusion between the supplier and a country’s
intelligence or security services is deemed particularly
worrisome by many governments, critical infrastructure
operators and industry alike.4 For NATO allies, supply-chain
risk management is therefore a critical aspect of the strategic
and operational challenges posed by 5G.
At the NATO meeting in London in December 2019,
Allies prioritized 5G security as part of its security and
resilience agenda. The final declaration stated, “NATO and
Allies, within their respective authority, are committed to
ensuring the security of our communications, including 5G,
recognizing the need to rely on secure and resilient systems.”5
Including 5G in the London Declaration formalized NATO’s
work in this emerging field.

Background
5G technology is transformative on several fronts. It will
challenge the design and implementation of existing
infrastructure and applications. The velocity and
pervasiveness of 5G technology will stimulate development
of advanced applications, including smart cities and
autonomous vehicles.
A diverse set of suppliers form the 5G ecosystem, which
encompasses network infrastructures, spectrum, devices
and software. While Ericsson (Sweden), Nokia (Finland)
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and Huawei (China) are the three best-known vendors, they
represent only a small number of the stakeholders involved. The
telecommunications industry estimates that operators will have
to invest $1.1 trillion by the end of 2025 to build 5G networks.6

• initiatives to promote a diverse supply and value chain;
• technical measures to strengthen the security of networks
and equipment; and
• risk mitigation plans.13

In 2016, the European Commission developed a 5G
Action Plan for Europe to support launching the rollout
of commercial 5G services in all EU member states by the
end of 2020.7 Subsequently, there will be a rapid buildup
of infrastructure in urban areas and along major transport
routes by 2025.8

NATO’s leadership also seeks to develop a minimum set of
common practices for resilient telecommunications while
avoiding encroachment on individual state approaches.
At the October 2019 NATO Defense Ministerial meeting,
for example, representatives agreed to update the baseline
requirements for civilian telecommunications, including
5G.14 This update covered foreign ownership, foreign control
and direct investment. While civilian infrastructure remains
a “national responsibility,” Article 3 of NATO’s founding
treaty states that resilience, intended to prevent the failure
of critical infrastructure or hybrid attacks, is part of states’
commitments to the Alliance and to one another. The
Secretary General reiterated NATO’s approach the following
month at the NATO Industry Forum in Washington, DC,
where he linked resilience of supply chains and that of
nations and the Alliance.15

At the Prague 5G Security Conference in May 2019, 32 EU
and NATO members adopted recommendations known
as the Prague Proposals.9 They propose principles that
governments should apply to 5G deployment, stipulating that
communication networks and services should be “designed
with resilience and security in mind. They should be built
and maintained using international, open, consensus-based
standards and risk-informed cybersecurity best practices.”
State representatives also called for the adoption of principles
of fairness, transparency, risk-based policy and interoperability.

Relevance for NATO
Since 1949, NATO has centered on safeguarding the security
and freedom of its members. Its mandate has evolved in
political and geographic terms as the world changed. Today,
emerging technology, with its many political, military and
commercial implications, is driving NATO’s need to adapt.
Given its broad membership overlap with the European
Union, deployment of 5G in Europe will undoubtedly affect
the Alliance. The implications for NATO allies are strategic
and operational in nature and affect defensive and offensive
postures. At a minimum, dependence on 5G exposes critical
infrastructure to more vulnerabilities, including software
vulnerabilities, which NATO allies must address.10 That said, 5G
can also improve capabilities such as communication security.11
At the multilateral level, NATO, like the European Union,
seeks to balance collective and national interests. At the
Munich Security Conference on February 15, 2020, NATO
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg referred to guidelines and
basic requirements that both organizations had developed for
infrastructure investment—notably in telecommunications
and 5G.12
On January 29, 2020, the Network and Information Systems
(NIS) Cooperation Group published an EU toolbox, with
measures to mitigate risks identified in the EU coordinated
risk assessment report of October 9, 2019:
• strategic measures on regulatory powers for incident
reporting, security measures, threats and assets;

NATO members maintain the right to decide national
policies for regulating critical infrastructure and 5G vendors.
For example, UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab addressed
the House of Commons on January 28, 2020, outlining the
government’s review of national telecommunications and
its position on “high risk vendors.” The United Kingdom
approved the use of equipment acquired from “high risk
vendors” while restricting those vendors’ access to “safety
critical networks.”16 The foreign secretary stressed that the
review would not hamper his government’s ability to share
sensitive data with its partners over highly secure networks.
In May 2020, the UK Government decided to review the
impact of the decision on national networks with the
assistance of the National Cyber Security Centre.

What Is at Stake?
Foreign ownership or management of critical infrastructure
is a significant risk for NATO allies. Consequently, more
governments may look to adopt procurement rules that limit
sourcing to trusted vendors.
Such a position creates another risk, however. Indeed,
the operators of critical infrastructure may have only
limited capacity to detect, prevent and recover from the
cybersecurity risks they face if they cannot choose the
technologies and processes they need to match security
requirements stemming from their size, complexity and risk
profile. These operators must remain in control of how they
improve their overall security posture if they are to meet the
security and resilience objectives set nationally or at NATO.
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Innovation with state-of-the-art technology is critical
in the interconnected environment in which Allies find
themselves, through cross-border infrastructure (for energy
supply, for instance) or shared functions (such as airspace
control). NATO’s value-added in this context is to facilitate
the development and sharing of baseline requirements for
supply-chain risk management among Allies. It can also
be to share best practices and information on risks and
threats. This coordination would ensure that all individual
state efforts contribute to more secure, resilient critical
infrastructures.

Recommendations
As NATO allies move forward, they should focus on four
main issues: leveraging NATO and EU membership,
assessing supply-chain management issues, adopting a
principled approach and building international consensus.
Leveraging Membership: 5G affects strategic, political,
industrial and commercial elements on both sides of the
Atlantic. The integrated economies of the European Union
and the United States share a common value system,
with policies that traditionally align with NATO’s, despite
conflicting messages from the current US administration
regarding its commitment to the Alliance. Despite the inherent
cross-border, integrated nature of critical infrastructure in
Europe, EU member states approach supply-chain evaluation
differently. As the European Union seeks a coordinated,
harmonized process for 5G supply-chain assessment, it is
important that NATO and the EU align their policies in this
regard. The lack of such alignment might create challenges for
NATO, such as overdependence on one supplier.
Supply-Chain Risk Management: NATO allies must consider
the global, interconnected nature of supply chains and the
threats they face as they weigh effective approaches to 5G
supply-chain risk management. Their approaches should
ultimately strengthen NATO’s strategic mission, inform
procurement guidelines and harmonize risk-management
baselines across Allies. Such risk management entails
identifying likely threats, vulnerabilities and potential
consequences, tailoring mitigation strategies to risks and
prioritizing actions based on an assessment of the most
relevant, potentially impactful risks.17
A Principled Approach: A similar or harmonized set of
principles should underpin effective supply-chain risk
management. These principles should do the following:
• encourage interoperability of systems and the use of stateof-the-art technologies;
• ensure, where possible, transparency of supply-chain risk
management policies and their implementation, in part to
facilitate best practices;
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• develop a more secure global cybersecurity ecosystem that
recognizes norms for responsible behavior and prioritizes
collective defense against malicious threats;
• collaborate with key nongovernmental stakeholders,
including industry, to adapt to an ever-changing
environment of new technologies and new threats;
• invest in research and development of new technological
approaches to fostering supply-chain integrity; and
• avoid prohibiting the acquisition or integration of some
technologies simply because they were developed abroad.
Building International Consensus: Several international
organizations and groups have begun to assess the 5G
environment and its related security risks. The Prague
5G Repository produced a library of tools, frameworks
and legislative measures to assist NATO member states.
Multilateral organizations, such as the EU, and states
have come to similar conclusions. They too underline
major risks that have national security implications.
Integrity, confidentiality and availability of networks and
communications are also key to their security.

Conclusion
5G innovation is not just a technological choice but a
strategic one. Even in a collective defense system such as
NATO, states remain sovereign, making decisions based on
their assessment of the geopolitical environment. A state
approach driven primarily by economic opportunity may
undermine collective defense and security.
To both build and manage 5G capabilities, NATO’s allies
will need to leverage EU and NATO membership; balance
national and collective methods for supply-chain risk
management; apply a principled approach to supply-chain
integrity; and coordinate at the state and international levels.
Former director of Carnegie Europe Tomáš Valášek referred
to critical civilian networks as “the path of least resistance”
for adversaries in the digital age to divide NATO from
within.18 To protect this critical infrastructure, he argues,
both the public and private sectors will need to invest in IT
expertise. This shared challenge presents an opportunity for
NATO and other multilateral organizations to fill gaps for
their member states and to adapt to emerging technology
beyond their traditional role. It is a novel test for NATO: to
broker strategic geopolitical rivalries and national security
concerns over critical infrastructure while developing its own
modern capabilities and addressing the multiple fractures in
global and allied security today.
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